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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

This article adds to the literature on digital capitalisms by
introducing a new state-led model called ‘digital ID capitalism’.
Here, state agencies help guarantee personal data for commercial
exploitation by connecting it to the provision of state welfare
services. This is in contrast to the usual focus on US Big Tech
corporations’ use of personal data from the internet. Describing
how the system works in India, it explains how businesses make
money from the personal data collected. While doing so, it draws
some of its elements into traditional political economy concerns
with the relationships between state, business and labour. The
beneﬁt of framing it as a capitalist system is that it sharpens the
focus on the corresponding social relations and potential for
group governance of this important twenty-ﬁrst century resource.

Digital capitalism; Aadhaar;
India Stack; personal data

Introduction
Personal data features in several major battlegrounds around politics, the economy and
emerging social values. One particularly ambitious way to connect these threads is to
develop models of ‘digital capitalism’ to highlight the systemic changes that monetising
personal data is bringing to society.
While most eyes are ﬁxed on the usual suspects, like Google, Facebook and Amazon, a
diﬀerent model of digital capitalism is arriving in the emerging economies of the Global
South. Based on state-generated identity data rather than the data trails left on the internet, this ‘digital ID capitalism’ is touted as a response to the ‘data colonisation’ of US Big
Tech, and as a way to develop a home-grown digital economy (‘Nilekani Voices’, 2018).
Digital ID capitalism grew up in India with the country’s digital ID programme Aadhaar,
and its associated software web, India Stack. Now, other countries are expressing interest
in adopting similar systems, including Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Morocco, Tunisia and Russia (Jayadevan, 2018; Raj & Jain, 2016). Indian Prime Minister
Modi calls India a ‘catalytic agent’ in promoting the technology (‘PM Narendra Modi’,
2017), which others have described as ‘Aadhaar diplomacy’ (Sarkar, 2019).
India Stack is a collection of software platforms and applications – a kind of public
digital infrastructure managed by a state-business partnership. It allows diﬀerent government systems to share data more easily and Indian residents to access services such as
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welfare payments. It is built on top of India’s population database, Aadhaar, which contains
the biometric details of 1.4 billion people – that’s a ﬁfth of the world’s population. It also
allows third party entities, including private businesses, to build digital services (‘apps’) on
top of it for proﬁt with some consent procedures and technical safeguards. It is this commercialisation of ID data that enables a diﬀerent form of digital capitalism from the more
familiar US Big Tech internet-based one. Yet the growing body of literature on digital capitalism has not included projects like India Stack with its unique mix of state managed population data, welfare provision and services for private proﬁt.
While not framed within the digital capitalism literature, Aadhaar has indeed received a
great deal of attention from NGO activists, the media, policy and legal experts as well as in
the academic literature. It is such a wide-ranging and complex initiative that there are
almost limitless angles from which it can be viewed, leaving an impressive body of
work that has both informed and inspired my own analysis.1
In this paper I focus on the commercialisation of ID data and draw out its diﬀerences
with other forms of monetising personal data by comparing it with what I would argue
are Western models of digital capitalism. An analysis at this level allows both a clearer
view of the role of the state in digital capitalisms as well as its wider societal implications.
In essence, the article argues that the India Stack represents a move towards a kind of
hybrid state-business digital capitalism that is particularly relevant for the emerging economies of the Global South. While the existing literature on digital capitalism also has
insights for the Global South, when I arrived in India to ask about Google or Facebook,
a number of my interviewees shrugged. ‘They have already captured their market here’,
they told me. ‘What we have that they don’t is Aadhaar’.
There are multiple layers of hype about digital capitalism in general and the India Stack
in particular. In contrast to the impression given by focusing on the concept of digital
capitalism, it is worth remembering that the monetisation of personal data complements
rather than replaces industrial production. It is also true that the rhetoric on the commercial potential of the India Stack is often heard from those who stand to gain from it – its
developers and government supporters, and that digital ID capitalism has yet to prove its
proﬁt-making claims. While these are fair comments, I hope to prove that the system is far
enough developed to merit serious consideration both now and into the future. The fastmoving nature of digital technologies requires those who write about them to locate some
of their analysis into future trajectories.
With these caveats in mind, this article seeks to explain how India Stack functions, draw
out its diﬀerences with other forms of digital capitalism, and begin to think through its
wider implications for social relations. It asks:
.
.
.

How do businesses proﬁt from India Stack? What commercial imperatives are driving it
forward?
How signiﬁcant is India Stack as a proﬁt-making system? Is it likely to endure?
What sort of business-state relationships surround it? What are its implications for the
relations between state, business and labour?

The article draws on three main methodologies. It draws some inspiration from Science
and Technology Studies (STS) where particular technologies are assigned some degree of
agency in social change. The point is not that technological tools make decisions on their
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own, but that networks of ‘people-tools-contexts’ create change (see Latour’s Actor
Network Theory in Crawford, 2005). It is in the spirit of taking technological design
seriously that I make some eﬀort to unpack the detail of India Stack’s architecture in
Section Two.
As we will see in Section One, approaches to digital capitalism are much more diverse. It
is a truly interdisciplinary space, with some writers from Business Studies, some from Philosophy, most from Media Studies. I undertook ﬁeldwork in Bengaluru, interviewing 18
people from research organisations, the media and at iSpirt, the body that managed
the development of India Stack. My overall methodological aim was to enfold the information gathered from interviews and research with the concerns of political economy,
deﬁned broadly as the power structures derived from the relationship between state,
market and labour.
To answer the central research questions, the next section will review some of the writings on digital capitalism. It will try to integrate these writings with some typical concerns
of political economy by highlighting two areas for further inquiry: the role of the state in
digital capitalism and the relationship between economic and social organisation. Section
Two will then describe the process through which personal data becomes valuable in the
India Stack. Section Three contextualises India Stack within particular patterns of business,
state and political relations, drawing implications about the relative power of state,
business and labour in digital ID capitalism.

1. What is diﬀerent about digital ID capitalism?
In the 20 years since the term digital capitalism ﬁrst began to appear, it has been reﬁned
and reinvented as, amongst others, informational capitalism, platform capitalism, data
capitalism and surveillance capitalism – all of which have slightly diﬀerent emphases.
For my purposes here, what makes digital capitalism diﬀerent from what has gone
before is the commercial exploitation of data, but it is important at the outset to recognise
that there is no settled deﬁnition of the term (see Staab, 2019).
My attempt to ﬁnd patterns in the literature on digital capitalism puts the most wellknown theories somewhere on a sliding scale between two polarities. At one end are
studies like Dan Schiller’s Digital Capitalism (1999), the other end is exempliﬁed by
Shoshana Zuboﬀ’s Surveillance Capitalism (2019). Both approaches have implications for
the role of the state, the degree to which the digital turn is seen as something new,
and whether the level of analysis rests mostly at the level of society and the economy,
or with the individual.
Schiller takes a classic political economy approach, contextualising the emergence of
digital capitalism by detailing how the US government prioritised certain business interests in the telecommunications sector. He deﬁnes digital capitalism broadly, arguing
that it should go beyond search engines and smart phones to include corporations like
Walmart or Exxon-Mobil that use digital networks internally. This allows him to highlight
their lobbying of state telcom regulatory agencies from the 1960s onwards as constitutive
of the under-regulated digital capitalism we see today, both in the US and overseas.
Other authors take a similar approach, anchoring the rise of digital capitalism to statebusiness relations. Foster and McChesney (2014) present a compelling mixture of developments in the security, ﬁnancial and marketing sectors to produce their version of
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‘surveillance capitalism’. Powers and Jablonski (2015) show how the US government’s
international ‘internet freedom agenda’ belies a multifaceted struggle between the
nation-state and US business interests over the value generated by and through the internet. Yu (2017) takes the approach to China, showing the state to be an ‘indispensable
agent for capital’ (p. 9) in ways that are sometimes surprisingly reminiscent of the descriptions of the US.
In the context of this article, the point is that the state writ large, alongside its various
governmental agencies, is ever present. It is often ‘captured’ by business interests that
could hail from the ﬁnance sector, telecommunications, or large multinational conglomerates. It represents its own security interests through the military, or statist economic plans
in the case of China. This approach details what I think of as the ‘nuts and bolts’ of digital
capitalism – the regulations, investments and laws that govern it in the real world. In this
view digital capitalism is, in the words of Schiller, ‘layered’ (Schiller, 2014) into the longterm dynamics of industrial capitalism rather than supplanting it.
By contrast, the second polarity at the other end of the scale brieﬂy mentions a role for
the state, but barely elaborates on it. In comparison to the ‘nuts and bolts’ approach above,
the focus moves from politics and economy to the individual in what I call the ‘cyber personhood’ approach. Here, there are far fewer mentions of connecting ‘networks’, and far
more of ‘personal data’, making the analysis itself more personal.
Zuboﬀ’s Surveillance Capitalism (2019) outlines an economic logic that ‘integrates into
the personal’. In her view, this type of capitalism captures human experience as a free raw
material, turns it into data to produce ‘prediction products’ of future behaviour which are
then sold for proﬁt (p. 8). Developing an otherwise comprehensive framework and
language for surveillance capitalism, Zuboﬀ (p. 394) spends only a few words on the
state, describing how it ‘began as bosom and shelter, then eager student and envious
cousin’, moving with and through big surveillance capitalist ﬁrms.
Although not as self-consciously stylised into a production process as Zuboﬀ, many
other scholars take a similarly personal approach, both reﬂecting and informing a
general sense of unease with the use of personal data for proﬁt found in the popular
media. Some describe it as a ‘colonisation’ of everyday private lives (Couldry & Mejias,
2019), others as a kind of ‘dispossession’ (Morini & Fumagalli, 2010; Thatcher et al.,
2016; in Charitsis et al., 2018) where web-users cannot avoid being dragged in to a
‘circuit of exploitation’ (Dean, 2018 in Charitsis et al., 2018). Carrigan (2019) describes
‘the evisceration of the human under digital capitalism’.
Focusing on the personal in such a way deﬁnes objections to surveillance capitalism in
terms of privacy, which itself has implications. Bennett and Parsons (2013) perceptively
highlight the way that the privacy discourse is ‘overly grounded on liberal assumptions
about subjectivity and human rights, insuﬃciently sensitive to the collective and discriminatory aspects of surveillance, inordinately embroiled in spatial metaphors about “invasion” and “intrusion,” and too focused on harm to individuals’. (p. 488). It becomes a
struggle between individuals and corporations, with little space for the state or its political
agency.
The state is also largely absent from another popular text in the ﬁeld, Nick Srnicek’s Platform Capitalism (2017). Like Zuboﬀ, Srnicek focuses on the corporations, describing several
diﬀerent versions of the platform business model and its resulting monopoly eﬀects. It
does not foreground a concern with personal intrusion in the way that Zuboﬀ and the
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others do, but rather focuses on its economic antecedents and eﬀects. There is not a high
degree of ﬁdelity to what it means to speak of capitalism as oppose to, say business or the
economy. Rather, ‘capitalism’ assumes its popular deﬁnition as shorthand signalling for an
economic system which the author disagrees with, or at least ﬁnds excessive. But if used
analytically, to describe an economic system as capitalist is to say that it has several important foundational features including private ownership of the means of production and a
private regime of property rights where labour is sold as a commodity through market
exchange. I would also argue that capitalism is a system that goes beyond the economic
realm to become an organising feature of society (as opposed, or in addition to, other
systems like culture, ethnicity or religion).
Many writers are contributing to thinking about the digital economy at this systemic
level. Some see labour as transformed under digital capitalism, arguing that the creation
of online content should be seen as ‘free labour’ since it allows social media corporations
to proﬁt from the data extracted for little return (Hesmondhalgh, 2010). Concepts such as
‘prosumption’ (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010), ‘playbour’ (Terranova, 2000) and ‘audience
labour’ (Nixon, 2015) have been adopted and developed into theories of digital labour
(see Fuchs, 2014). Two deﬁning features of this type of labour are that it is not usually considered labour, nor is it ﬁnancially rewarded.
This short journey through some of the literatures on digital capitalism is meant to help
clarify the distinguishing features of digital ID capitalism from what has already been
written, which is mostly grounded in the experiences of the US and Europe. We have
seen how the ‘nuts and bolts’ approach explains the rise of digital capitalism by presenting
the state as a regulatory partner, facilitating the expansion of digital communications as a
new sphere of capital accumulation. This is in contrast to the ‘cyber personhood’ approach
which rather describes digital capitalism’s functioning, and tends to neglect the state in
favour of a focus on the relationship between Big Tech corporations and the individual.
As we will shortly see, this is substantially diﬀerent from the functions served by the
state in digital ID capitalism. Here, the collection of personal data is initially organised
by the state, ostensibly for the purpose of a more eﬃcient and convenient dispersal of
state welfare payments. It is only made available for commercial exploitation (with
some consent procedures) after it has been collected and organised by the state. The
digital infrastructure which makes this possible is owned and operated by the state. It is
in eﬀect a kind of state digital capitalism, which in some ways makes it more vulnerable
to politicisation.
This is the opposite of the Western model of digital capitalism, where it is business that
collects and manages personal data (albeit with the regulatory support of the state). This is
because the type of personal data collected comes from a diﬀerent source. The personal
data collected in digital ID capitalism is not the result of the data trails left from internet
browsing, but rather the data trails resulting from engaging with state and commercial
digital service providers – which all depend on that initial state collection of demographic
and biometric data.
As we will also see, such a sustained focus on the roles and functions served by the state
in these diﬀerent forms of digital capitalism also allows us to think about their impact on
social relations – which I would argue is inherent in the very idea of capitalism. The next
section now looks more in depth at India Stack as an important progenitor of digital ID
capitalism to explain how personal ID data is monetised.
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2. How do businesses proﬁt in digital ID capitalism?
2.1. What is India Stack?
Almost every person in India has a 12-digit Aadhaar number which is recorded by the
Indian state. Alongside the number is basic demographic information like name,
address, gender, birthdate and some biometric details such as ﬁngerprints, iris and photographs. The programme began in 2009 and has survived a changeover of government.
India Stack is a collection of connective software that give everyone with an Aadhaar
number some digital services. These range from storage for electronic documents (DigiLocker) and electronic signatures (e-Sign) to a more direct way to transfer money online
(UPI) and provide ID documents for state or business services when required (e-KYC
know your customer). The software operates like a bridge between third parties
(businesses, non-proﬁts and state organisations) wanting to create some sort of service
based on the Aadhaar number. This could range from the state paying gas subsidies
directly into a bank account (as opposed to post or in cash via an agent) to providing
employers with background checks on potential employees.
India Stack is invariably described and graphically represented as a number of diﬀerent
‘layers’ that have been built ‘around’ or ‘on top of’ the Aadhaar number. Often its various
apps are grouped conceptually according to the type of activity it contributes to or ‘disrupts’. For example, the paperless layer is supposed to make access to government or
business services more eﬃcient.
Figure 1 below appears frequently in many articles on India Stack. It was created at the
organisation iSpirt which developed India Stack, and has been used for several diﬀerent
oﬃcial presentations and articles on the subject.
Despite it being frequently described as a stack of ‘connected services’, India Stack’s
graphic representation does not reﬂect any interconnectivity. A ‘stack’ in computer
science describes a collection of software arranged hierarchically to fulﬁl a certain purpose.
Similarly, Figure 2 below is the India Stack logo, representing the system as discreet,
unconnected blocks.
When I asked one of India Stack’s chief architects the key point I should know about
how the system is set up, he emphasised to me that it is not one system, but a collection

Figure 1. Oﬃcial representation of India Stack (iSpirt, 2016a).
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Figure 2. https://indiastack.org/.

of systems and standards. As we will shortly see in Section 2.3, it is the degree and type of
connectivity between the diﬀerent elements of the system that makes it both economically valuable and contentious.

2.2. Current ways businesses proﬁt from India Stack
Most of the current revenue models associated with Aadhaar are related to identity checks.
Known as e-KYC (know your customer), rather than making money for a company, they are
in fact saving money for existing administrative processes.
With the consent of the individual, companies which require ID documentation to open
a bank account, or buy a mobile SIM card can use Aadhaar for proof of identity more
quickly and cheaply than before. E-KYC does not just provide a yes/no identity authentication, but releases an individual’s demographic details, such as birthdate, gender and
address. It became contentious when it became practically mandatory to provide an
Aadhaar number for everyday processes like getting a new mobile phone number or
opening a bank account.
As India Stack developed, facilitating private businesses to build on top of Aadhaar,
numerous start-ups have moved into this space. For example, companies like OnGrid
and TrustID use India Stack (alongside other publicly available data including social
media proﬁles) to check the backgrounds of potential employees with their consent.
Other start-ups using the India Stack include those oﬀering credit ratings (Capitalﬂoat),
and allowing payments with ﬁngerprints (FingPay). These are roughly similar to credit
rating and identity checks carried out by private sector companies like Experian in
Europe and the US.

2.3. The true commercial value of India Stack
Are such services enough to compete with Big Tech’s monetisation of personal data and
merit a new model of digital capitalism? If India Stack is really a response to ‘data colonisation’, as the information technology entrepreneur and architect of Aadhaar, Nandan Nilekani, suggests (Doval, 2017), then the real commercial value comes from the Aadhaar
number linking together diﬀerent data sources to give what is known as a 360° proﬁle.
Although personal data is regularly compared to oil in the way it drives the digital
economy, one important diﬀerence is that it only gains value from its context with
other data. A ‘Digital Economy 101 course – How to Make Money from Data’ would ﬁrst
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and foremost prescribe the breaking down of ‘data silos’. These are the various pieces of
information that we give to diﬀerent organisations when buying various products or
accepting services like Google search or email. Diﬀerent organisations holding diﬀerent
types of data makes it more diﬃcult to get a full proﬁle of your activities which in turn
limits its value for both commercial and state surveillance.
A unique identiﬁcation number like Aadhaar links these silos,2 while a system like India
Stack makes them available to businesses. What is not clear is the extent to which this is
happening beyond those consent-based apps already mentioned. This is because data
security does not just depend on the system architecture, but also its managers who
are spread across very many diﬀerent institutions. Similarly, although there are now a
number of legal privacy protections around the use of Aadhaar, it is not clear how they
can be implemented when the Aadhaar processes are already so integrated into
people’s and service providers’ activities.
There are some limitations on the exploitation of personal data written into the technological design of the system. The legal regime around Aadhaar has also been developing as it is implemented and will continue to do so. This is mainly due to a dedicated
group of activists who have beneﬁtted the project enormously by ﬁling legal challenges
about it.
The designers of the system say it is secure with tightly deﬁned uses which require
consent from the Aadhaar holder. In a 2017 aﬃdavit to the Supreme Court, the organisation that manages Aadhaar (UIDAI) stated ‘By design, the technology architecture of
UIDAI precludes even the possibility of proﬁling individuals for tracking their activities’.
(Mahapatra, 2017). The central database (CIDR) collects only minimal demographic and
biometric data and only the name of the service provider (whether business or state)
that requests authentication, not the details of why the data was requested. Even then,
this information is only kept for 6 months (down from the initial 5 years due to a legal challenge). The service providers do keep records of the authentication requests made, but
they require a license to operate. The government can only request someone’s Aadhaar
logs after going through a process which involves a number of committees and court
orders (Chirag, 2017).
Those who think that more widespread commercial and/or state surveillance is inevitable highlight two main issues: ‘seeding’ and ‘transaction trails’.
Seeding is the recording of an individual’s Aadhaar number in every database of every
servicer provider they come into contact with. So, for example, the government department distributing gas subsidies, your bank, your mobile phone company, the train
company will all store information of your activities with them alongside your Aadhaar
number. Seeding is the glue that has the potential to link data from diﬀerent sources,
thereby creating insights that are commercially valuable. It was considered an important
enough issue for UIDAI to introduce ‘virtual ids’ which eﬀectively mask Aadhaar numbers
from commercial or government service providers. This was done in response to a legal
challenge in 2018, but with the onus on the individual to take this step, critics say it is unlikely to be used extensively (Regidi, 2018).
Transaction trails, sometimes called data or audit trails, refer to the content of the transaction. In other words, the level of details about the activities stored by service providers
which vary depending on the organisation.
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2.4. Financial inclusion, digital payments and digital ID capitalism
The commercial imperatives driving digital ID capitalism are also related to the ﬁnancial
sector. One of the oﬃcially stated aims of Aadhaar was to promote access to ﬁnancial services for those without bank accounts and those on low incomes. It enables people without
oﬃcial ID documents or permanent addresses to open bank accounts, and cuts down on
the bureaucratic process and costs for banks to give small loans. Through a government
programme related to Aadhaar, India’s unbanked population has fallen from an estimated
557 million in 2011 to 233 million in 2015 (PWC, 2015). In addition to drawing the unbanked
into formal ﬁnancial institutions, Aadhaar is also integrated into a wider digital payments
system through an India Stack service called Aadhaar Enabled Payment System.
Around the world, the ﬁne-grained data on spending habits generated by digital payments are the holy grail of digital capitalism with state and business interests coinciding.
Banks, or their ﬁntech spin-oﬀs, support digital payments not just for the data collection
potential, but also because it relieves them of the costs of maintaining cash infrastructures
like bank branches and ATMs. Governments promote digital payments for the potential
savings of costs associated with issuing and maintaining physical cash, and it makes
crimes such as tax evasion, corruption, terrorist ﬁnancing easier to trace. The enthusiasm
with which the Indian government has embraced digital payments was shown most
clearly in 2017 when the government demonetised the economy overnight, taking out
of circulation the 500 and 1000 rupee notes leading to an upsurge in take-up for digital
payments.
In a highly dynamic still developing sector, it is not clear how or if personal ﬁnancial
data is monetised. From time to time journalists and other interested parties look in to
the privacy policies and consent procedures of all sorts of payment apps to highlight
vague language. For example in India, one of GooglePay’s largest Indian competitors
wrote to the country’s banking authority in 2018 to pointing to a clause in Google’s
privacy policy which says it may share customers’ payments data with third parties. In
response, Google denied that it monetises customer data and then changed its privacy
policy (Sen & Verma, 2018), but it seems likely that this is the direction of travel for the
ﬁntech industry. A 2016 business report on India co-authored by Google employees
describes a future where ‘Digital payments will enable payment service providers to get
access to customer transaction data, and will soon become a ubiquitous ecosystem comprising marketing, transactions and payments’ [Italics added] (Shah et al., 2016).
Seen in this context, one of the motivations to pull more people into the formal
ﬁnancial sector and to use digital payments is to give business access to personal
ﬁnancial data. This was certainly the Aadhaar architect Nilekani’s vision in 2016 when
he stated that ‘as data becomes the new currency, ﬁnancial institutions will be willing
to forego transaction fees to get rich digital information on their customers’ (Credit
Suisse, 2016).
Two other familiar features are also apparent: the ﬁrst, a narrative that presents India
Stack’s payment systems as a response to US dominance of global ﬁnancial services,
even though international banking and US big tech are involved in these developments.
One interviewee from iSpirt told me that he hoped UPI would eventually become part of a
new system to replace the US-based SWIFT that currently dominates global payments. The
second familiar feature is a unique mix of state and business in the development of the
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ﬁnancial infrastructure as the core payments infrastructure in India Stack, Uniﬁed Payment
Interface (UPI), was devised and is managed by a state-created non-proﬁt organisation
(NCPI) comprising a mixture of 56 state and private banks.
In these ways, the foundations are laid to facilitate the absorption of personal ﬁnancial
data into digital ID capitalism even while the extent to which this is happening remains
characteristically unclear. Since there is every chance that a digital infrastructure like
India Stack may end up being too costly for governments to fully support, potentially
lucrative personal ﬁnancial data may end up subsidising it.

2.5. How signiﬁcant is digital ID capitalism? Will it last?
As we have seen, the commercialisation of personal identity information, as it stands in
India at the time of writing, is certainly not a free-for-all invitation to businesses, as it sometimes seems from critics’ descriptions. Legal challenges and civil society debate in India
show no sign of abating, and are as important as the technical system itself in demonstrating precedent for other countries to follow.
My contention that this form of digital capitalism is both signiﬁcant and enduring is
based on two observations. First, the whole India Stack project suﬀered a serious blow
in September 2018 as the Supreme Court ruled that private company access to Aadhaar
data was unconstitutional. Yet, it continues almost unabated as diﬀerent interpretations
of the ruling proliferated and the government introduced a separate regulation a few
months later to ensure that businesses using Aadhaar are still operating legally (Ghosh,
2019).
The point is that the idea of India Stack – to commercially exploit state-guaranteed
ID data – is too useful for too many diﬀerent interests to fail. In India, it is likely to
change again in the future with further legal challenges, or perhaps changes of government. Sister systems will be used diﬀerently in other countries, with a high probability
that they won’t beneﬁt from the same expertise and dedication of the civil society technologists, academics and lawyers that are in India. But the Indian example shows that
once such a system is set up, the ID data will likely continue to ﬂow towards private
proﬁt, even if periodically changing course in reaction to blockages of one sort or
another.
At present, there seems to be continual new media stories to illustrate the Indian government’s commitment to proﬁting from the data it manages. The Transport Minister, for
example, recently informed the parliament of the Rs 65 crore (US$9 million) his department had made by selling access to bulk data on vehicle registration and driver licence
records (Modi Government Sold, 2019). Indeed, it is oﬃcial policy of the current government to ﬁnd better ways of enabling this type of data economy. The annual 2018–19 Economic Survey prepared by its chief ﬁnancial advisor, and presented to the parliament
immediately before the budget, proposed plans to sell data to the private sector that
had been collected during welfare dispersals to fund future dispersals. The document
suggests that Aadhaar should play the role of interlinking disparate databases (Kodali,
2019b).
The second observation is that even if all possible data connections are not being
made right now, the system’s technological features form a kind of infrastructure
which irresistibly develop in that direction. In India, this is evidenced in the regional
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data hubs under state governments, called state resident data hubs (SRDH). Highly
populated countries are the most likely to develop digital ID capitalism because of
the size of the potential market for private services. But such large countries also
tend to have regional bureaucracies that escape central government discipline. When
the issue is as complex as personal data regulation, the likelihood that such a technical
infrastructure will go beyond its original intentions is high. Examples already abound,
from less robust data collection procedures, to more extensive types of data collection
including highly sensitive information like caste or religion (Venkatanarayanan, 2018).
There is already evidence that such information was used by private companies for
voter proﬁling in one Indian state (Kodali, 2019a).
So we see that, even if the original intention is not to create a system that is so connected, in practice it tends in that direction even as regulation develops. It may then be
more accurate to describe or depict India Stack as a connected ‘network’ (Figure 3)
rather than a disconnected ‘stack’, which itself could have implications for how the
public views it.
Section Two has presented some of the technological features of the India Stack system
to understand more about its current and future methods of commercial exploitation.
Critical writings on Aadhaar frequently carry images of people getting iris scans or ﬁngerprints (Figure 4 below) as they feed and reﬂect popular dystopian imaginaries of computer-assisted surveillance. To be sure, there are worrying issues with biometrics. Iris and face
scans intrinsically lend themselves to covert surveillances when coupled with high

Figure 3. The notional ‘India Network’.
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Figure 4. The dystopic image of soft tissue against hard machine recording biometrics (Bikas Das/AP).

deﬁnition photography because they enable identiﬁcation from a distance without
consent. Another issue is that biometric data cannot be revoked if compromised, unlike
passwords which can be changed. Nevertheless, as we have seen, it is actually the interlinking of databases that causes most concern amongst privacy activists, and give the
most potential for commercial exploitation. As we can see below, databases don’t carry
the same visual impact as biometrics (Figure 5).
I have also argued in this section that the system is both signiﬁcant and enduring. The
interconnections between data are frequently denied or underplayed as the legal regime
and social attitudes towards digital ID capitalism develop. But once the infrastructures
have been laid, laws struggle to reach deep enough or far enough into the regions to signiﬁcantly change these interconnections.

3. Relations between state, capital and labour
One of the main premises of the ﬁeld of political economy is that economic systems aﬀect
how societies are organised. Connections are made between the forces of production (raw
materials, machines, labour power) and social relations of production (the power relations
between labour, state and business/market). Within the literature, there is some focus on
distinguishing between varieties of capitalism in terms of these social relations:
If capitalism can best be understood as consisting of market-based economies in which
business, labour, and the state are all major players, the diﬀering relative power and interrelationships among these players serves to deﬁne diﬀerent varieties of capitalism. (Vasileva-Dienes & Schmidt, 2019, p. 2)

This section will describe these relations at three levels: (1) the conﬁguration of state and
business interests at the level of the project (2) the context of the contemporary political
and economic situation (3) some more abstract implications for digital ID capitalism’s
social relations.
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Figure 5. A less visually interesting, but potentially more signiﬁcant database.

3.1. Business-state relations within the Aadhaar/India Stack projects
There are a number of digital ID systems across the world which citizens are required to
use when accessing state services. Similarly, Aadhaar was initially presented as a more
eﬃcient system to target welfare recipients, and facilitate micro-credit. It is only more
recently that it began to be presented as India’s answer to the data domination of US
Big Tech ﬁrms, but there is some evidence from a contract with consulting ﬁrm Ernst
and Young that its developers had its economic potential in mind since its earliest days
(Thaker, 2018). This is not surprising since both Aadhaar and India Stack were developed
by people associated with India’s biggest IT company, Infosys, and software industry body,
iSpirt.
In many developing countries, the purpose of the civil service is not just to deliver services to the population, but also to provide stable jobs for the workforce. Rigid civil servant
labour laws make private sector contracting for government projects unusual. Yet Aadhaar
was largely built by private sector technologists on short-term contracts alongside civil servants in a specially created organisation (UIDAI) housed in the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY) (Misra, 2019; Thaker, 2018). The enrolment process was
also an unusual mix of business and state, with state funding going to state and private
sector organisations whose employees received ﬁnancial incentives for every successful
enrolment (Sterling, 2018). The enrolment of 1.4 billion people was paid by the state,
costing something in the region of a few billion US$ (Venkatanarayanan, 2018).
There is a similarly unique business-state collaboration at India Stack where they
provide technical support for businesses and help write the app ecosystem. Funded by
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the businesses it represents, iSpirt is a non-proﬁt organisation to support India’s digital
start-ups, eﬀectively serving as an intermediary for private businesses wanting to use
the India Stack system.
iSpirt says it is ‘building public goods without public money’ (iSpirt, 2016b). Its critics
point to a ‘revolving door’ where some of the same people who helped build Aadhaar
are also developing the for-proﬁt digital start-ups that India Stack supports. Some are concerned that iSpirt gives preferential access to these companies (Thaker, 2018). There is also
the risk that this potentially important infrastructure prioritises the proﬁt-making function,
like a road that is built only between factories and markets, even though there is also
support for non-proﬁts to build apps.
This enmeshing of state-business interests is not dissimilar to the neo-liberal model of
state service provision found in other countries, but as we have seen in the last section,
it is potentially more impactful when it is building an infrastructure from scratch and
involves a service that few can truly understand. The larger point within the context
of this article is how diﬀerent this digital ID capitalism is compared to the standard
Western version. The state in digital ID capitalism does not just regulate data driven
businesses, but guarantees the very resource and infrastructure they depend on. As
Nandan Nilekani, the ﬁgurehead of Aadhaar and India Stack, says ‘in the West, the identity business was privatised. That’s a much more unsafe model than when a government
issues an ID’ (Rai, 2017).
Ideologically, it is the digital version of the familiar model of post-colonial capitalism
that is often found in countries of the Global South. The state justiﬁes its support of economic sectors and sections of the domestic business class within an international system
where the ‘West’ continues to beneﬁt from its colonial histories.
For while India has a booming IT sector, most of the work is in ‘software services’ – basically outsourcing local talent to international companies to help write code for their products. The vision with India Stack is rather to support the development of software
products, to become owners of successful products rather than workers in someone
else’s (iSpirt, 2017). In this way, it is presented as responding to the ‘data colonisation’
of Big Tech.

3.2. The contemporary political and economic context of Aadhaar/India Stack
This incorporation of business interests into what was initially presented as a state project
for the eﬃcient delivery of welfare payments reﬂects both the contemporary political personalities and the wider political economy.
The state-business cooperation in the making of Aadhaar can be understood as part of
a wider project of what some call a ‘new developmentalism’ – a kind of hybrid of economic
liberalisation and state interventionism that has been developing since economic reforms
began in the 1990s (Chatterjee, 2020). That the Aadhaar project manages to be both stateled and in the interests of business is testament to the state’s ability to support big
business without substituting the market (Sud, 2009). While this is context-speciﬁc to
India, ‘new developmentalism’ can be applied to many of the same countries that have
expressed interest in an India Stack type of system.
Although developed during the tenure of the Congress Party, Aadhaar expanded,
becoming practically mandatory, after the 2014 elections which brought Prime Minister
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Modi to power. The Aadhaar project had come under sustained criticism from Modi and
his party, the BJP, during the 2014 election campaign. Modi’s resistance to it was
related to concern about the potential for illegal immigrants to use it (Sathe, 2014). It
has also been reported that the key factor in changing Modi’s mind about Aadhaar
after the 2014 elections was its potential to track civil servant attendance at work (Aiyar,
2017). Following his win, the Prime Minister quickly changed his mind, ensuring it received
budgetary and legislative support (Aiyar, 2017). It suited his political brand as a renegade
technocrat capable of cutting through a bloated bureaucracy, summed up by his slogan
‘minimum government, maximum governance’ (Ruparelia, 2015).
In the last couple of years in particular, there have been increasing concerns about the
role of Aadhaar in the Modi government’s state surveillance, whether through enabling
face recognition in demonstrations (Kodali, 2019c), linking to social media accounts
(‘Social Media Accounts’, 2019), or the loose deﬁnition of a national security exception
in the proposed personal data protection bill (Mandavia et al., 2019). Thus, while the perceived threats and method of potential tracking may be diﬀerent, the same national security impulse as exempliﬁed by the Snowden revelations in the US is apparent in digital ID
capitalism.

3.3. The social relations of digital ID capitalism
Highlighting these business, state and political dynamics helps to unpack the deeper
involvement of the state in digital ID capitalism compared to the one present in the
West. This can also be seen at the macro level.
Parts of the digital capitalism literature urges us to view the people who create personal
data trails through their activities (the Google or Aadhaar users) as ‘labour’3 and the companies who add value to it through collection and analysis (like Google or TrustID) as
‘business’. Very broadly, the ‘nuts and bolts’ approach leaves out the data labourers
(partly because it began to be developed before the big tech companies really got
going), while the ‘cyber personhood’ literature leaves out the state. As previously mentioned, there is also a growing body of literature that particularly focuses on ‘data as
labour’, which starts from the premise that labour is grossly disadvantaged in relation
to business within digital capitalism.
By contrast, in digital ID capitalism, labour becomes grossly disadvantaged not just in
relation to business, but also to the state. This is because the ‘labourers’ who create the
data do not have the choice to withhold or withdraw their data labour. In order to
engage with the state to receive beneﬁts or pay taxes, people also begin to lay their
Aadhaar-linked data trails. This is compared to the use of private sector services like
Google or Facebook where users still have some degree of choice to participate, or if
suﬃciently motivated, to deploy various apps or software that increase their privacy.
Since 2018, regulations like the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation, which gives
the data subject the right to withdraw their data from any platform, also give some protection. This is in contrast to digital ID capitalism, where there is an exchange relationship
between labour and the state where users must submit to monitoring for access to state
services.
Within the wider literature on Aadhaar, others see it as increasing the state’s authority
by making everyone more transparent to the state while the state becomes more opaque
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due to the unclear use of data (Prakash, 2017). When the state is disaggregated, it also
becomes possible to see a whole new cohort of interconnected actors who act as gatekeepers and stewards of India’s welfare system (Bhatia & Bhabha, 2017).
Some also see business gaining power at the expense of the state in digital ID capitalism,
where the state is said to be undermined by its absorption of neoliberal market ideology
(Rao & Nair, 2019) as it withdraws from direct involvement in the public sphere, turning
to the private sector to take its place (Abraham & Rajadhyaksha, 2015). Many point to
the way the data ‘labourers’, especially the poor, get sucked into the market system
through the idea of ‘inclusive capitalism’ (Arora, 2016). They become customers instead
of citizens, which matters because citizens expect privacy whereas increasingly customers
do not (Center for Internet Studies, 2016). Most think this mix of state welfare and the
market undermines the power of the Aadhaar users in relation to the state and business,
but some think it may empower them (Das, 2015). Clearly, the system gives businesses a
whole new vista to expand into – the continued expansion that deﬁnes capitalism.
In these ways and more, we see a gradual build-up of detail from writing on the power
relations among state, business and labour under digital ID capitalism, even if they are not
framed as such. Understanding India Stack as a type of digital capitalism expands future analyses beyond those interested in India or any other country that adopts the system to
include those who are used to thinking about comparative capitalisms in general. Some
scholars from this tradition explain divergence or change in diﬀerent capitalisms with reference to a combination of ‘institutions, actors and ideas’ (Becker, 2009). Schmidt (2009) sees
change occurring in terms of the ‘distinctive patterns of state action and interaction with
business and labour’ as well as the ‘ideas and discursive interactions of sentient actors’. I
hope to have shown that in digital capitalism, reference to diﬀerent technical architectures
could be fruitfully added to these categories. Diﬀerent technological choices – for example,
whether data is kept in a centralised database, multiple regional databases or on a smart
card – feed into and reﬂect these patterns of relations.

4. Conclusion
This article began by reviewing diﬀerent descriptions of capitalist systems that use personal
data as an input. It then introduced digital ID capitalism, developed in India with apparent
interest from other emerging economies. Here, state agencies help guarantee personal data
trails by connecting them to state services and working with business to support its commercial (and non-proﬁt) exploitation via a state managed digital infrastructure.
Drawing on a science and technology studies approach (STS) that gives technological
design some explanatory agency, Section Two highlighted some of the features of India
Stack and just a few of the very many legal, economic and social aspects of this complicated system. This section aimed to show its current and future commercial and state surveillance potential which hinges on database connectivity embedded into institutions and
hierarchies.
Section Three then embedded India Stack within a particular combination of business,
state and contemporary political relations, touching on the ideas that foreground the
international context of data colonialism to frame and justify it. It then gathered some
of the existing insights on Aadhaar to extrapolate out into social relations of production
between state, labour and business.
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Although still very much in development, understanding the India Stack as a type of
capitalist system, however partial, serves two main purposes. First, it opens it up to all
the questions, tools and insights that have a long history of development in the political
economy literature. Second, it encourages reﬂection about the eﬀect of its economic
organisation on the organisation and relationships of social life at the macro level.
Despite features like encryption and consent procedures, despite legal challenges and
public debate, once the infrastructures are built, data ﬂows. We live in leaky times, with so
many ways for data to go wild, used in ways that make many people uncomfortable. This is
partly in the very nature of data:
knowledge and information do not behave like other commodities that are depleted when
used, rather in an economy of abundance, information and knowledge goods can grow
through shared use and therefore do not suﬀer the same economics of scarcity characterizing
the industrial economy. (Peters, 2020)

This abundance is the ﬂip side of the inherent leakiness of personal data, meaning in practice that it can be used simultaneously for diﬀerent purposes at the same time. Many people
want to be part of the value creation from their personal data, but there is a growing consensus that the current model of consent procedures for individuals does not work
(Matthan, 2017; Solove, 2013). Data security is a continuing, never-ending process that
only mutates according to new technologies or practices. It will always be necessary to
support the people engaged in minimising abuses associated with personal data collection
– the journalists, academics, lawyers, judges and technologists – and the processes that give
them inﬂuence. At the same time, others have begun to focus on alternative forms of group
organisation around data governance. This is where thinking in terms of capitalist systems
where economic relations of production are connected to social organisation can help. Data
commons, digital socialism, data co-operatives are just a few forms of social organisation
currently being explored to move beyond individual or corporate ownership of data to collective ones (Bauwens & Niaros, 2017). It seems to me that countries like India, with their
long histories of cooperatives, may be in a good position to lead the way on that as well.

Notes
1. The edited volume, Dissent on Aadhaar (Khera, 2019) collects writings from many key critics. I
drew heavily on general online journalistic sources, specialist technology publications like
Media Nama, and Indian research institutes like IT for Change and the Centre for Internet
and Society. In the academic literature, careful research assesses how far Aadhaar fulﬁls its
aims of social protection Bhatia and Bhabha (2017), Khera (2017), Drèze et al. (2017). Treatments of Aadhaar’s wider implications for state and citizenship include Jayal (2019), Rao
(2019), Nair (2018, 2019), Chaudhuri and König (2018), and those giving careful historical contexts include Chhotray and McConnell (2018) and Abraham (2018).
2. Supporters of Aadhaar argue that, in many cases, mobile phone numbers or email addresses
also do a good job of connecting data silos.
3. Digital labour can also refer to people who sell their labour on platforms like Uber, and people
working in factories making the material hardware.
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